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M O N T E V I D E O  -  U R U G U AY

TECNOLOGIA    EN    TINTAS    SERIGRAFICAS

APLICATION:

Same characteristics for applications than Cero Cero paste. 
Applay with a sinthetic sponge in both sides of the screen wait some minutes and applay preasured water.

DESCRIPTION:

CERO CERO CONCENTRATED LIQUID it’s a concentrated solution for cleannig all types of direct emulsions 
and indirect film emulsions.

PREPARATION: 1lt Cero Cero Liq. conc en 30 lts of water

DESCRIPTION:

APLICATION:

PREPARATION:

CERO CERO DRY POWER is a concentrated emulsion reclaimer powder for decoatin of polymer - based 
direct emulsions and capillary films such Diazom and SBQ-sensitized emulsions

Apply and distribute the CERO CERO in solution witha brush evently on both sides of the screen, wich 
has been carefully cleaned of ink residue. Rub the screen gently with a brush to dissolve the emulsion.
After approximately 2-3 minutes rinse thoroughly with a strog water spray.

Ensure that the CERO CERO in solution does not dry on the screen, as this can lead to a hardening of the 
emulsion and residues are extremely difficult to remove.

 60 grms de CERO - CERO  DRY  POWDER IN  8 or 10 Lts OF WATER

PERSONAL PROTECTION

It is recommended to wear protective glasses and rubber hand gloves.

DESCRIPTION:

APLICATION:

CERO CERO PASTE  is a concentrated emulsion reclaimer powder for decoatin of polymer - based direct 
emulsions and capillary films such Diazo  and SBQ-sensitized emulsions. Ready to use.

Apply and distribute the CERO CERO paste  witha brush evently on both sides of the screen, wich has 
been carefully cleaned of ink residue. Rub the screen gently with a brush to dissolve the emulsion.
After approximately 2-3 minutes rinse thoroughly with a strog water spray.
Ensure that the CERO CERO paste  does not dry on the screen, as this can lead to a hardening of the 
emulsion and residues are extremely difficult to remove.
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